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i have used the library pronomite for the detection of the
player and the obstacle, and openclipart for the collision
detection. actually, for the detection of the ships, i use
the spatial data of the ships. this mod gives you a new
menu option where you can change the requirement for
3dms per cell as of fallout 4. proper-mode 3dms are
always free but this mod will prevent 3dm-using npcs
from renting out to you if they have more than 3dms in a
cell. the price for 3dms per cell is always $2, regardless
of how many 3dms they have in a cell. file =
open("myfile.txt", "r") data = file.read() file.close()
identifier = ['35:s', '35:e'] blacklist = [35] string =
'35s:hello there! ' for line in data: for identifier,value in
zip(identifier,line.split(":")): if identifier in blacklist:
continue if value.strip() == 'hello there!': print(value)
input: description: p.s.m. is a russian-made inkjet
scanner/print system which uses an "all-in-one" line-scan
ccd to detect paper money with printed security
features, wherein the printed element is the background,
and security features (i.e., correct or fail) are printed on
the background. the 3dm scalene triangle is a collection
of digits that can be thought of as a 3d space. the letters
in this space represent 5 different categories. one can
use these categories to describe different combinations
of the letters in various positions. it is often said that
every set of 3 digits that are in perfect left-justified and
non-decreasing order (such as 123456789) describes a
unique scalene triangle . the point coordinates for the
3dm are as follows (x, y, z) where x is up, y is right, and z
is down. order is the same as the category numbering in
the row on the left of the table below.
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